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 Identifying ethical concerns with AI-HC before problems result has become a 
stated goal of design oversight groups and regulatory agencies, such as the 
U.S. F.D.A and Department of Health and Human Services. 

 However, the lack of an accepted, scalable methodology for ethical analysis 
of AI-HC is a critical obstacle to achieving this goal. 

 Other promising medical technologies, like gene therapy, have led to direct 
patient harm in clinical research because of failures to identify and address 
ethical concerns early on.

 Although many frameworks and sets of principles for ethical evaluation of AI 
have been developed, concrete approaches for applying these principles are 
lacking. Our work fills this gap.
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Values Collisions Anticipate Ethical Concerns

Multiple stakeholders are impacted by any AI-HC. Stakeholders can be 

identified by examining the design/deployment contexts 

 Stakeholders have different values, and explicit or implicit goals for the AI-

HC, that should and can be ascertained 

 Process of design and development of an AI-HC involves making a series 
of decisions 

 How a stakeholder makes these decisions, or would want these decisions 
to be made, reflects their underlying values

Where stakeholder groups disagree or their values are at odds about 
resolving these decisions—where values collide—are where ethical 

problems are most likely to emerge 

 Some value collisions may mark novel ethical concerns. Many can be 

resolved by drawing on prior scholarship on similar or related problems.



Challenge: No clear use case for parent 
award PE AI

Stanford Health Care does not have a pulmonary embolism response 
team (PERT), so there is no clinical service line “owner” for PE specific 
care management or institutional performance targets

Different providers face different 
challenges

Our interviews suggest that there is not a clear use case or immediate 
value for AI in PE management

Alison Callahan, Keith Morse



Case study: ML-mortality prediction to guide 
advance care planning

Avati A, Jung K, Harman S, Downing L, Ng A, Shah NH. BMC Med Inform Decis Mak. 2018 12 12;18(Suppl 4):122.
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“At one point they were asking me can you guys predict if 
they’ve [patients] got 24 hours or less?  Because if they’ve 
got 24 hours or less, we’re going to put them in Obs and not 
admit them, and Obs means they’re not officially admitted, 
and if they die in Obs, they don’t count as a death.  And I 
was like, I feel like I’m going to vomit into my mouth right 
now because you’re telling me you want to know they’re 
going to die in 24 hours because you wouldn’t put them in a 
normal inpatient acute care bed, you’d put them in Obs!?!”



 Who gets the mortality prediction? (patient-clinician-designer collision)

 Unintended uses/uses other than ACP referral (clinician-designer collision)

 What to do when prediction is right but ACP is inappropriate? (patient-designer collision)
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Other Collisions Raising Ethical 
Considerations



Broader Vision: Ways to Strengthen 

Further

 Outcome Studies: Do recommendations result in actions to mitigate ethical 

concerns identified? Are recommendations helpful to design/development 

teams? Are recommendations helpful to healthcare systems? To patients?

 Balancing Speed With Thoroughness

 Generalizability of our process to differently resourced healthcare systems 

 Case Categorization

 How to evaluate generative AI

 Ongoing additional ethical evaluations predictive tools and now 

generative models (LLMs)
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